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This report, produced during 2016, presents the main results for the "IT Sector's Census"



IntroductionIntroduction

This section briefly explains the initiative's history and evolution, as well as details the 
participation per country



Brief Census History

• Process started during 2010
– Assespro Strategic Planning

• With internationalization in mind

• 2011: initial structuring
• 2012: First Edition – Testing - Just Brazil
• 2013: Second Edition – Partially ALETI
• 2014: Third Edition – All of ALETI
• 2015: Fourth Edition – ALETI Plus
• 2017: Fifth Edition – Further Expansion sought

The so called "IT Sector Census" is in fact a sample-based statistical research, conducted 
already four times, with an ongoing participation in number of countries and companies.
This initiative was kickstarted from Brazil, in order to fill in the gap between the 
available sources of information about the IT industry (global market research 
companies and national governments), which do not go in depth in understanding local 
IT industries.



2015 Participation

• 945 companies from 30 countries
• 555 answers considered in this analysis

Latin America
87,6%

Europe
7,4%Africa

5,0%

During the year 2015, companies from countries outside ALETI member countries 
participated for the first time. For that reason the initiative has been named as "ALETI 
Plus". 
The above subdivision across continents is used in this document to analyze results.



2015 Participation per Country

Brazil
55,1%

Egypt
4,7%

Slovenia
2,3%

El Salvador
2,2%

Mexico
2,0%

Argentina
8,5%

Colombia
4,7%

Portugal
4,1%

Venezuela
3,8%

Eritrea
0,2%

Guinea-Bissau
0,2%

Panama
0,2%

Dominican Republic
0,4% Uruguay

0,5%
Chile
0,5%

Bolivia
0,7%

Spain
0,9%

Cuba
0,9%

Guatemala
1,1%

Ecuador
1,1%

Costa Rica
1,3%

Paraguay
1,3%

Peru
3,4%

In all, companies from thirty different countries took part in the 2015 edition.
Over the years, the number of participating countries has grown significantly. However, 
Brazilian companies are still about half of the total number of participants. This is due 
not only to the origin of the initiative (the better known it is, more companies 
participate from year to year), but also due to the size of the Brazilian economy.



Thanks to our sponsors

• Companies Sponsoring the IT Census

MBI
www.mbi.com.br

SurveyMonkey
www.surveymonkey.com

This initiative has no cost for participating associations, other than convincing 
companies in their respective countries or regions, thanks to sponsorship committed to 
ALETI by MBI and SurveyMonkey.



Companies' General ProfileCompanies' General Profile

This first section displaying statistical results contains an analysis of general company 
data. 



Companies' Size (in revenue)
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

More than USD 500 Million From USD 100M to 500 Million
From USD 50M to 100 Million From USD 20M to 50 Million
From USD 10M to 20 Million From USD 5M to 10 Million
From USD 1,8M to 5 Million From USD 600K to 1,8 Million
From USD 180K to 600 Thousand Up to USD 180K

Local IT companies are in average SMEs: both in Latin America and Europe, three 
quartes of all participating companies have annual revenues up to five million dollars per 
year (these correspond to the four rightmost slices on the picture, in colors brown, 
green, blue and mustard). In the case of African companies, this group amounts to 
almost 90% of the total number.



Companies' revenue variation
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Growth above 100% Growth between 50 and 100%
Growth between 25 and 50% Growth between 10 and 25%
Growth between 5 and 10% Stable (variation of less than 5%)
Decrease between 5 and 10% Decrease between 10 and 25%
Decrease between 25 and 50% Decrease between 50 and 100%
My company is less than twelve months old

Year to year revenue variation is split among companies growing and shrinking by the 
cyan slice in the picture, which corresponds to companies with stable revenues. The 
biggest amount of companies expecting growth (to the left side of the cyan slice) are 
located in Europe.
African companies are those with the biggest participation of companies expecting to 
shrink.
However, it is noticeable that the fastest growing companies (red and light green slices) 
are all located in Africa and Latin America.



Companies' Foundation Periods
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

-1960 1961-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975 1976-1980 1981-1985

1986-1990 1991-1995 1996-2000 2001-2005 2006-2010 2011-2015

Understanding local IT industries requires considering the moment in time where 
companies have been founded.
In this regards, African companies are the youngest, with over 60% of them created 
already in the 21st century.
The biggest 'boom' in Latin America still occurred during the 90s, when global IT 
companies first established themselves in the region, generating demand for many 
additional services.
As expected, Europe has the biggest share of older companies. However, the share of 
companies founded during the 21st century in Europe is bigger than in Latin America.



Top IT Activities
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Services: Custom Software Development 21,4% 56,1% 35,0%
Industry: Software as a Service (Saas) 17,9% 24,4% 21,6%
Industry: Application Software Products 53,6% 41,5% 21,0%
Services: Software technical support/helpdesk 7,1% 4,9% 15,0%
Services: Business Consulting (processes, projects, knowledge, etc) 10,7% 12,2% 11,1%
Services: Technical Consulting in Software 3,6% 4,9% 10,9%
Services: providing technical professionals to clients 4,9% 8,4%
Services: full outsourcing of clients' ITC areas 17,9% 9,8% 5,8%
Services: imported software deployment/installation 3,6% 5,6%

The above table displays the top IT activities performed by companies in the three 
regionas, as a percentage of the total companies in each region.
Note that we request companies to cite their three top activities. Hence, figures in each 
column sum up to more than 100%.



Horizontal Market Segmentation (clients' size)
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120% 140% 160%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Companies with more than 300 million USD in revenues
Companies with revenues between USD 80 and 300 million
Companies with revenues between USD 30 and 80 million
Companies with revenues between USD 8 and 30 million
Companies with revenues between USD 1,8 and 8 million
Companies with revenues between USD 180 thousand and 1,8 million
Companies with revenues below USD 180 thousand
Self-employed people and individuals

A multiple answer is also possible when companies are requested to reveal the size of 
their clients revenues. 
In all three regions, the amount of companies focused on individuals or self-employed 
people (dark green slice) is very small.
In Latin America, almost half of interviewed companies target clients which are 
companies with annual revenues over USD 80 million.
European companies show the biggest focus, among the three regions, on SME 
companies: cyan, pink and yellow slices amount to over 80% in Europe (corresponding 
to clients with annual revenues from USD 180K up to USD 30 million).



Top Vertical Market Segments
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Deposit and Credit Banks 3,6% 19,5% 15,6%
ITC related Services 17,9% 26,8% 12,3%
Other kind of services 3,6% 12,2% 11,5%
Health Services 10,7% 12,2% 9,1%
Executive and Legislative Offices 7,3% 8,6%
Wholesale Trade 3,6% 14,6% 7,8%
Educational Services 17,9% 7,6%
Apparel And Accessory Stores 7,1% 2,4% 7,2%
Food and kindred products Manufacturing 3,6% 4,9% 7,0%
Insurance Carriers 3,6% 14,6% 7,0%
Communication Services 25,0% 14,6% 6,2%
Other product types Manufacturing 4,9% 5,8%
Agriculture and/or livestock 7,1% 4,9%
Food Retail 4,9% 4,7%
Metal & coal, mining, oil & gas extraction and other mining 4,1%
Other public, state or diplomatic entities 3,6% 9,8% 4,1%
Chemicals, Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing 7,1% 3,9%

This table displays the top vertical segments where the participating companies find 
their clients. Financial services, governments, health and education, trade and 
telecommunications are the most cited vertical market segments.



Companies' Certifications
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

CMMi level 2 or 3 CMMi level 4 or 5 ISO 14000 ISO 20000 ISO 27000

ISO 29110 ISO 900x Moprosoft mps.br nivel A a D mps.br nível E a G

Company certifications are always considered a cost. Hence, companies only afford to 
certify when they believe certification will enable them to realize specific market 
opportunities (e.g. client organizations requiring specific certifications as a precondition 
to bid).
That is the reason why the total number of certifications is relatively small: European 
companies achieve a total figure of 70%, meaning that in average, each European 
company has 0.7 certifications. Latin American and African companies display lower 
figures.
Also, it is to be noticed that among the certifications companies own, the most popular 
is part of the ISO 900x 'family': these certifications are general process quality standards 
(and not specific IT-oriented or IT-based certifications).



Formal Partnerships
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Microsoft 21,4% 46,3% 35,2%
Oracle/Sun 21,4% 29,3% 16,3%
IBM 25,0% 19,5% 11,5%
Dell 10,7% 4,9% 6,8%
Cisco 10,7% 7,3% 6,2%
HP 14,3% 14,6% 6,0%
Amazon 2,4% 5,6%
Google 7,3% 5,6%
SAP 9,8% 5,3%
VMWare 3,6% 7,3% 4,5%
Adobe 3,6% 7,3% 4,1%
Intel 3,6% 2,4% 3,7%
Red Hat 3,6% 4,9% 3,5%
Symantec 7,1% 2,4% 2,9%
Redhat 3,6% 2,4% 2,5%
EMC 14,3% 7,3% 2,3%
Huawei 7,1% 4,9% 2,1%
McAfee 3,6% 4,9% 2,1%
Apple 1,9%

The above table displays the percentage of local companies that have signed formal 
partnerships with global IT companies, to be part of their 'partner networks', 
'ecosystems' and/or similarly named relationships, which also allow them to better 
qualify to serve local clients of these global companies.



Financial AspectsFinancial Aspects

This section covers financial aspects of participating companies



Sources of Capital
0% 50% 100% 150% 200%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Angel investor's capital
Capital Contributed by 3rd Companies as Business Partners
Capital Contributed by Company's Customers
Capital from partners' relatives
Capital Opening at Stock Exchange (IPO - Initial Public Offer)
Financing by private banks
Financing by public banks
Investment fonds' venture capital
Partners' own capital
Project grants coming from other countries
Project grants from authorities in your country

Sources of capital companies have used since their creation display partners' own capital 
(dark blue slice) as the most important one in all regions.
Angel investors (red slice) and venture capital (dark green) are still rare in all three 
regions.
Public banks are more common as money lenders in Latin America.
Also, Latin American companies display the biggest average number of capital sources 
(over 2 per company).



Capital Amount
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Over USD 1 billion From USD 100M to 1 billion From USD 10M to 100M

From USD 1M to 10M From USD 100K to 1M From USD 10K to 100K

From nothing to USD 10K

The other aspect to be considered is the amount of money obtained as capital: in 
average, all three regions spread almost equally around the pink slice (which 
corresponds to amounts from USD 100 thousand to one million).
Only 8% of companies, in all three regions, have been able to leverage capital amounts 
of at least tem million dollars (blue slice and others to its left).



Recurring Revenues
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

More than 90% From 70% to 90% From 50% to 70%

From 30% to 50% From 10% to 30% Less than 10%

Recurring revenues come both from traditional renting of facilities or software 
maintainance contracts, as well as from more recent 'as a service' revenue sources. They 
oppose to one-time sales operations.
Companies' planning and management tasks are easier when recurring revenues are 
higher. 
In this aspect, Latin American companies display the biggest share: half of Latin 
American companies obtain 50% or more of their revenues from recurring sources (the 
sum of red, green and blue slices above).
European companies display a little smaller participation of recurring revenues, while 
this figure amounts to only 10% of African companies (an evidence that they are still 
focused on one-time sales?).



Export RevenuesExport Revenues
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

More than 80% From 60 to 80% From 30 to 60% From 15 to 30% From 4 to 15%

From 1 to 4% From 0,25 to 1% Less than 0,25% Doesn't export

Local IT companies obtaining revenues from exports, no matter what specific money 
amount, benefit from exposure to multiple cultures and foreign clients' demands.
In the above picture, the dark blue slices to the right represent the proportion of 
companies that do not get any revenues from exports. It is important to state that the 
Latin American average is highly impacted due to Brazilian companies (about 80% of 
them do not export); the remaining Latin American countries together present results 
more similar to the other regions.



Exports' Variation
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Growth above 100% Growth between 50 and 100%
Growth between 25 and 50% Growth between 10 and 25%
Growth between 5 and 10% Stable (variation of less than 5%)
Decrease between 5 and 10% Decrease between 10 and 25%
Decrease between 25 and 50% Decrease between 50 and 100%

The outlook for exports' variation is very positive: as with revenue and workforce 
variation, the cyan slice in the picture represents the group of stable companies. To the 
right of this slice you can see the amount of companies forecasting a decrease in 
exports: they amount to 10% or less in all three regions.
On the other end of the range, two thirds of Latin American and European exporting 
companies and half of African ones expect growing exports.
Please note that this figure has been prepared leaving out those companies which do 
not export.



Human ResourcesHuman Resources

In this section, we focus on information corresponding to companies' human resources



WorkWorkforceforce SizeSize
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

4000 or more 500 to 3999 100 to 499 26 to 99 9 to 25 5 to 8 3 or 4 1 or 2

Although companies with over one hundred employees (red, light green and blue slices 
together) are more common in Latin America (22% of total), companies with over four 
thousand professionals are more common in Europe (red slice).
On the other end of the range, two third of African companies have 25 people or less 
working for them (pink slice and following ones to the right in the picture). In Latin 
America this group corresponds to about half of companies, while in Europe its sahre is 
about one third of the total number of companies.
Please note that in Europe companies with workforce size ranging from 26 to 99 people 
(yellow slices) amount to almost 40%.



Workforce Variation
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Growth above 100% Growth between 50 and 100%
Growth between 25 and 50% Growth between 10 and 25%
Growth between 5 and 10% Stable (variation of less than 5%)
Decrease between 5 and 10% Decrease between 10 and 25%
Decrease between 25 and 50% Decrease between 50 and 100%
My company is less than twelve months old

Workforce variation must be evaluated considering revenue variation (already displayed 
earlier). Alignment among answers to both aspects is an evidence that most companies 
are service-based (in contrast to developing products).



Technical Update Investment
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

8% or more From 4% to 7,99% From 2% to 3,99%

From 1% to 1,99% From 0,5% to 0,99% Less than 0,5%

Keeping their professional teams updated to technology's evolution, is a challenge for all 
IT companies. The above figure, displaying almost equal results among all three regions, 
is an evidence that the size of this challenge does not depend on geographical location, 
but is set by global movements (probably commanded by global IT companies).



Technical AspectsTechnical Aspects

This section displays results for technical aspects of surveyed IT companies



Operating Systems
0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250%

Africa/Asia

Europe

Latin America

Microsoft family Linux family

Operating systems for phones, smartphones or tablets Unix family

Apple family Embedded

Mainframes Mid-sized system

The above picture displays answers about the operating system platform on which 
companies base their offers. As they can choose to work with more than one of them, 
totals are over 100%. In fact, the total number of answers is consistently bigger than 
200% (or 2 in average per company) in all three regions.
The fact that African companies display a higher average reveals that the 
implementation of operating systems is not a capital or human resources demanding 
task.



Database Systems
0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

SQL Server family Open Source family
Oracle family Desktop database systems
Other proprietary database managers DB/2 family
Embedded database systems

The same logic is applied to database management systems. In this product category, 
the average number per company is slightly lower than for operating systems.
Also, the biggest average per region comes from Europe. 



Programming Languages
0% 50% 100% 150% 200% 250% 300%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Web targeting languages (e.g. ASP, PHP, Perl)
Client-Server programming languages
Low level programming languages (e.g. C, C++, Assembly)
Other types of programming languages
4GL and application generators
Software package customization languages (e.g. ABAP, VBA)

The final technical platform surveyed corresponds to programming languages. 
Obviously, it is not necessary for all IT companies to bet on one of these as a technical 
platform (as is the case when companies do not have software development as their 
main business; this holds true for various kind of services – e.g. printing services – as 
well as for companies working in the production of digital contens – e.g. videos).
Hence, it is expected that the average number per company is smaller than for the two 
previous categories of products. 
The fact is, this expectation holds true for Latin America and Africa, but not for Europe –
hence allowing as to conclude that European companies bet much higher on software 
development.



Global Products' Integration
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Microsoft 39,3% 56,1% 53,5%
Oracle 17,9% 39,0% 38,3%
Google 21,4% 29,3% 27,2%
Apache 14,3% 24,4% 23,9%
Adobe 21,4% 22,0% 23,3%
SAP 7,1% 41,5% 19,8%
IBM 17,9% 36,6% 19,3%
Apple 7,1% 17,1% 18,3%
Amazon 7,1% 2,4% 15,0%
Dell 10,7% 9,8% 14,4%
HP 10,7% 19,5% 14,2%
VMWare 14,3% 19,5% 13,8%
Red Hat 3,6% 19,5% 12,3%
Cisco 17,9% 17,1% 11,7%
Facebook 3,6% 14,6% 11,7%
Intel 7,1% 9,8% 10,7%

The final technical aspect surveyed does not rely to a specific product category, but to 
brands or families of global IT companies' products. Note that in order to allow their 
solutions or services to integrate with offers from global companies, local companies do 
not necessarily need formal partnerships with those global companies. That is the 
reason why figures in the above table are much higher than those shown for formal 
partnerships established with global companies.



InnovationInnovation

This final section presenting figures with results covers some aspects related to 
innovation.



Revenue from new Products/Services
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Over 90% From 70% to 90% From 50% to 70%

From 30% to 50% From 10% to 30% Less than 10%

Although innovation can be produced internally by the surveyed companies, or they 
could be just reselling innovation they buy from other (e.g. global) companies, we start 
displaying the revenues obtained from products and/or services launched during the last 
three years.
In this regards, only about one third of European and African companies obtain half or 
more of their revenues from their recent market offers (group represented by red, green 
and blue slices taken together in the above picture). In Latin America, this group of 
companies is even smaller, around one fifth of total of companies.



Frequency of Innovation
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Continuosly Frequently Sometimes Rarely Very rarely Never

When IT companies are asked for their focus on innovation, hype is frequent. To avoid 
this hype, we request them to describe the frequency they develop some specific 
activities which denote indirectly focus on innovation.
It is noteworthy that red and green slices in the above picture result in almost exactly 
same size groups of 'leading' innovators as the revenue based picture in the previous 
slide. This correlation proves we have been able to avoid hype.



R&D Investments
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

More than 15% From 8% to 15% From 4% to 8%
From 2% to 4% From 1% to 2% From 0,5% to 1%
From 0,25% to 0,5% Less than 0,25% We don't invest in R&D

In order to be able to understand if innovation is developed internally, or being obtained 
from other companies just to be resold, we need to analyze research and development 
investments.
In the above figure, the amount of these investments are displayed as a percentage of 
companies' revenues, hence spilling out sheer company size as an influence on results 
(obviously, bigger companies can spend more on R&D).
The results above, no matter which range of answers we focus on (top investors, middle 
range or no investment at all in R&D) show that European companies lead among the 
three regions in this aspect, followed by Latin American companies.



Frequency of Interaction with Universities
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Africa

Europe

Latin America

Continuosly Frequently Sometimes Rarely Very rarely Never

Just to display how quantitative results like investments are correlated to activities 
surveyed, the above picture displays results for the frequency of companies' interaction 
with universities.
Once again, European companies lead among the three regions in this aspect.
However, Latin American companies interact with universities less than their African 
counterparts.



IT Census inIT Census in--depthdepth

This final section covers details about how to use the initiative's data to go into even 
more depth than presented in this document.



IT Census data sharing

• The IT Census database is made available to interested parties 
for more in-depth analysis
– Participating associations
– Universities
– Governments

• Rules to be followed
– Data is provided without company identification
– No individual company data to be revealed
– Source of data has to be cited
– Contained in a simple and free licensing agreement

• Single database for 2013 to 2015 Editions
– Holding over 188 thousand individual answers
– Can be segmented upon request

• By region, country, or on specific answers to any choosen question

ALETI is open to cooperation with any interested party in order to bring out more results 
from the amount of data already collected.
As the total number of individual data is near to 200 thousand pieces of information, 
many specific filters can be applied in order to deliver new findings from existing data.
As these possibilities by far outnumber resources available internally at ALETI to deliver 
data analysis, a specific policy has been established to share data with interested 
parties.



Thanks very much for your interest!

In case of comments, questions, suggestions or for any matter related to this initiative, 
please contact mailto:comunicaciones@aleti.org.


